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Foreword 
 

This document presents an overview of a series of advisory services and analytics for Georgia that were 

carried out over a period of approximately 18 months, starting from December of 2020 as part of the 

larger South Caucasus Education ASA (P174980). An annual Progress Review was approved on February 

20, 2020. 

The common theme across all the activities conducted under this ASA was to inform policy decisions 

regarding the Georgia Human Capital Program (HCP; P175455), an initially projected USD 100 million IBRD 

loan that eventually became a USD 400 million Program for Results, approved by the Board on March 22, 

2022. Seminars with internationally well-known subject experts as well as “just-in-time” data analytic 

policy research was carried out together with government counterparts and the outcomes and policy 

implications discussed with them. A wide number of policy decisions, ranging from broad themes such as 

the decision to focus on the curriculum as a central reform thrust, to operational level results, such as the 

precise magnitude of the rural-urban student performance gap, were the outcome of the series of 

analytical work.  

The objective of preparing and sharing this document is two-fold – to derive lessons learnt from the 

experience of an ASA very closely tied to a PforR lending operation; and to provide an institutional record 

of the policy analytical background of the HCP. The first objective, lessons learnt, is particularly important 

in the context where HCP is the first PforR operation for Georgia; and due to the large size of the operation, 

motivated in part by the stated desire of the Government leadership to bring about “transformative 

change” in human capital. The content of the discussions and the analytical work is included in this 

document for the above-mentioned purposes. There is not a comprehensive list of policy 

recommendations in this document as the policy decisions have already been made in real time with the 

analysis.  

The analytical work was conducted “just-in-time” and the first two sections of this report catalog these 

activities for the purpose of maintaining an institutional record and deriving lessons for the future. The 

third section provides an overview of capacity building activities to help government agencies update their 

own the data analytics in future years and to monitor progress in implementation of the Human Capital 

Program. The data analytic task will be managed by the National Assessment and Evaluation Center 

(NAEC) of the Ministry of Education and Science (MOES) in cooperation with the Education Management 

Information System (EMIS) Directorate of MOES.  
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Executive Summary 
 

This document presents an overview of a series of advisory services and analytics for Georgia. The 

common theme across all the activities was to inform policy decision regarding the Georgia Human Capital 

Program. This overview report has three sections, with brief descriptions in each section of activities that 

were performed to inform the program.   

 

Section I: Workshops and Seminars  

The first section reports on three conferences/seminars that were organized and delivered. The two 

online seminars were held at the same time as the initial discussions regarding the Human Capital Program 

results areas.  

Chapter 1: Panel Discussion on Education Reforms, was instrumental in defining the primary results areas 

for the Human Capital Program in terms of education sector efficiency, inclusion, and connectivity; with 

mirroring reforms in the Health and Social Protection sectors. Panelists at the seminar discussed the 

centrality of the curriculum in transformative reform of education. Curriculum Reform is indeed a policy 

thrust of the Human Capital Program, and in particular Georgia is interested in providing a modernized 

21st century curriculum.  

Main topics that were covered in this seminar: 

• Curriculum:  Poland and Portugal implemented gradual reforms to modernize and simplify the 
curriculum. International experts from South Korea and Estonia shared their respective country’s 
curriculum reforms that focus on promoting project-based learning, competence-based 
curriculum and personalized learning. 

• Assessment:  Estonia, Poland and Portugal established assessment systems that are aligned to a 
new curriculum, with national examinations and an external evaluation system to monitor 
student performance and assess the effectiveness of the new curriculum. In Poland and Portugal, 
the new assessment system contributed to improved learning outcome among low performing 
students and reduced learning gaps between the rich and poor students.  

• Digitalization: Estonia, the country with world’s most advanced digital education system, has been 
minimally affected by pandemic. In South Korea, there has been a growing interest in adopting 
artificial Intelligence (AI) tutoring systems to help teachers support disadvantaged students.  
 

Chapter 2: Seminar on Computer Based Mathematics With digital competencies being integral to multiple 

future occupations and livelihoods, the second seminar keynoted Conrad Wolfram, one of the co-founders 

of the Wolfram group of companies and promoter of Computer Based Mathematics (CBM). This chapter 

describes an initial discussion that is continuing, with possibility, if funding can be arranged, of an impact 

evaluation study (a Randomized Control Trial or RCT) on the implementation of CBM in Georgian schools.  

Main topics that were covered in this seminar: 

• Mathematics education to this day does not teach problem solving skills that can be applied to 
solve real-world problems. Instead, it heavily focuses on hand-calculating techniques.  

• Computer-based maths (CBM) redefines maths based on computers doing the calculating and 
humans being learning to think in a systematic way to solve problems.   
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• Wolfram outlined the problem-solving paradigm using four-steps of the Computational Thinking 
Process (CTP): Define the problem, Abstract or model symbolically, Compute the solution, and 
Interpret the result of the computation. When the third part is done by computers, and the child 
learns better to do the other three parts, there will be a qualitatively strong improvement in the 
child’s cognitive abilities. 
 

Chapter 3: Conference on Learning Loss, the first in-person activity under the ASA brought together 

international and local experts, government counterparts and development partners to discuss this 

important topic. With education systems re-starting in a post-pandemic context even as the Covid-19 

pandemic is yet to be over, there is a great interest in learning how to take stock of the impact on learning 

of the school closures and switch to remote learning, as well as to design and implement policies to 

recover learning loss.  

Main takeaways from the discussion: 

• Learning losses during school closures can accumulate into much larger learning losses in the 
future, simulations models suggest that mitigation could have big (positive) impacts on long term 
learning outcomes.  

• The recommendations highlighted the need to prioritize foundational skills; assessing 
children when they return to school; adapting curriculum/instruction to their learning levels; what 
accelerated curriculum could look like, and what immediate steps could be taken.  

• The conference resulted in creating of working groups comprised of Ministry experts to decide 
steps for addressing the learning loss in the early primary grades, starting in September 2022. 

 

Section 2: Analytical Reports 

The second section reports on two “just in time” analytical reports that were carried out in response to 

requests from government counterparts. The first of these was a request not from the Ministry of Finance 

(MOF).  

 

Chapter 4: Learning Grade Organization presents a working paper that investigates what was held to be 

a peculiar or unique characteristic of the Georgian system of pre-university education, the organization of 

unitary or single schools covering all three levels education – Primary (Grades 1-6); Lower Secondary 

(Grades 7-9) and Upper Secondary (Grades 10-12) in a single school. While most countries have separate 

Primary Schools and High Schools, and many countries also have Middle Schools, Georgia has only a single 

model of Grades 1-12 in a single school.  

Main findings reported in this chapter: 

• The integrated school structure in Georgia reflects the fact that many Georgian schools are in 
small communities that cannot sustain separate schools for different grade levels.  

• PISA performance shows that grade organization itself is not likely the central issue of low learning 
outcomes in Georgia (It is important to note that this topic is discussed at the panel discussion on 
education reform and a panelist shared the same view). Top-performing countries with an 
average PISA score of 500 points above vary from single structure to non-single structure systems. 

• It is not internal grade organization within a school that is the constraint on quality in Georgia, 
but the organization of the school network across population centers. 
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Chapter 5: Evolution of the School Voucher Financing System reports on the investigation of the financing 

issue in two parts – a retrospective view starting from the January 2006 government decision to institute 

school vouchers as the main financial mechanism for pre-university education in Georgia; and a forward-

looking view about possible policy approaches to address the problems identified in the analysis of the 

record since 2006. Financing reform was identified as the second core issue for the Human Capital 

Program, together with the implementation of the new curriculum and the institution of High Schools.  

Main findings reported in this chapter: 

• Historically, introduction of the voucher system to directly finance schools, successfully removed 
corruption and improved transparency.  

• Georgia’s voucher system has been adjusted multiple times with an original intent to address the 
issue of under-financed schools and later to address diverse needs of schools in Georgia, including 
Georgian language class or special education program. However, after successive adjustments, 
the system does not fully respond to the diverse needs of schools in Georgia.  

• 60% of schools in Georgia in effect do not receive funding through the voucher system, but 
through discretionary transfers. The methodology for small school financing is not transparent. 

• Three policy options are proposed - (1) streamlining current voucher system, (2) assigning budget 
responsibilities to Education Resource Centers (ERC), and (3) creating regional deconcentrated 
offices of the MOES.  
 

Section 3: Capacity Building for Data Driven Education Policy 

The third section reports on an innovation also arising from the policy discussion around the Human 

Capital Program, but in this case, is about an ongoing activity which is likely to be continued by Ministry 

of Education counterparts after the completion of the ASA. Counterparts from National Assessment and 

Examinations Center requested recommendations about a low-cost method to provide data for 

educational policy researchers and end users (such as university students). End users are particularly 

important as part of a data transparency initiative associated with university admissions and the Unified 

National Examination (UNE).  

Building on recent advances in open-source programming automation and cloud cybersecurity. In the past, 

provision of interactive data to researchers, policy advisors or end users required substantive investment 

of resources in software development and hardware and vulnerabilities were high. Now, with a cloud-

based open-source software called “R Shiny App”, these investment needs are drastically reduced, mainly 

because the bulk of the required coding is done by machine instead of by a human being.  

Chapter 6:  Introduction to R Shiny: Data Analytics for Everyone presents the brief contextual information 

about this tool.  A series of apps was developed, and they are in a transition to hosting by Education 

Management Information System (EMIS) in Georgia.  A training of National Assessment and Examinations 

Center (NAEC) staff to manage and update the apps is planned to be conducted. The contents of this 

chapter include: 

• A brief introduction regarding R Shiny – what it, how are people using it and what are the costs 
and benefits. 

• Includes screenshots and website links to explore the capabilities of Shiny Apps. 

• A link is also provided to materials from a World Bank training event about R Shiny. 
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Chapter 7: University Admissions Data Transparency Initiative reports on the apps related to university 

admissions in Georgia. University admissions is one of the reform areas under the Human Capital Program, 

and the apps presented here, to be hosted by National Assessment and Examinations Center (NAEC), are 

initial steps for transparency and data use. The chapter contains links and screenshots of the apps (the 

actual deliverable to the government is a series of R code that runs the apps). These apps were prepared 

in discussion with the Government counterparts, who provided the raw data as well as feedback on earlier 

drafts of the apps. The chapter outlines the following about the apps that were prepared:  

• Features of help to students such as finding out about programs of study and marks needed. 

• Quality of intake for each university as measured by the score on the Unified National Examination 
(UNE). 

• Diversity of the intake for each university, with customizable maps, showing how a University 
caters to applicants from different regions and districts of the country. 
 

Chapter 8: Georgia Human Capital Program: R Shiny App concludes this report with an overview of an app, 

including school network data from Education Management Information System (EMIS) expenditure data 

including voucher transfers to schools and analysis of Programme for International Student Assessment 

(PISA) and Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) that was used to inform the Human Capital 

Program. With National Assessment and Examinations Center (NAEC) planning to host its own R Shiny 

apps, building on the initial work presented in this report, future instalments of this app will provide an 

efficient way to monitor progress in the implementation of the Human Capital Program. This chapter 

include screenshots and links to the interactive apps:  

• Historical expenditure data, using the chart of accounts that was used to define the outline of the 
Government Program to be funded (Program Expenditure Framework). 

• Baseline indicator to measure the rural-urban achievement gap from the Unified National 
Examination (UNE), which is used as benchmark to measure performance of the curricular and 
financing reform of the Human Capital Program. 

• Analysis of equity in Georgian schools using Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA) data comparing the academic achievement of students with their family background. 

 

This ASA brought international experts, government counterparts, and local experts together to identify 

core issues of human capital development and brought about transformative education reform in Georgia. 

The outcomes of dynamic discussions at the seminars and a series of analytical outputs served as critical 

inputs for the Human Capital Program in the areas of curriculum, education financing and school network. 

Capacity building activities would help government counterparts to monitor progress in the 

implementation of the Human Capital Program, promoting a data-driven education system in Georgia. 
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Section I: Workshop and Seminars  
 

Chapter 1. Panel discussions on Education Reforms 
 

Date of the Event:  December 10, 2020 (For transcript see Volume II) 

Purpose of the Workshop:  The two-hour workshop aimed for a discussion between international experts, 

government, and donor partners about reform pathways in different countries towards improved student 

outcomes – the results focus of any education system. Poland, Estonia, Portugal, and South Korea were 

the four countries from whom experts had been invited. The idea was to draw inferences about the 

relevant lessons for Georgia’s own path of reform to enhance its human capital.   

Speakers and Participants: The event was organized jointly by the World Bank’s Education Global Practice 

in Europe and Central Asia (ECA) Region and the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sports 

(MOESCS) of Georgia. A warm welcome and introductory remarks were made by Sebastian-A Molineus, 

Regional Director, South Caucasus to about 50 participants, including key officials from the MOF and the 

MOESCS. The session was co-chaired by Eka Dgebuadze, Deputy Education Minister for Georgia and Harry 

Patrinos, Education Global Practice Manager for ECA. The panel speakers include Nuno Crato, Professor 

at the University of Lisbon, former Minister of Education in Portugal; Maciej Jakubowski, Professor at the 

University of Warsaw and Former State Secretary at the Ministry of Education in Poland; Ju-Ho Lee, 

Professor at the Korea Development Institute and former Minister of Education in South Korea, Gunda 

Tire, PISA National Project Manager for Estonia, and Jan Herczynski, Education Policy Advisor for the 

Ministry of Education in Poland, Ukraine, North Macedonia and other countries. 

Bios of co-chair and panelists 

Co-Chairs 

Ekaterine Dgebuadze is Deputy Minister of MOESCS. Her 
responsibility includes the General Education. Ms. Dgebuadze 
has held various positions in the Ministry since 2001. Most 
recently, she was the Head of Strategic Development 
Department, leading the Ministry’s inclusive education 
agenda. Responsible for developing inclusive education at al 
level of education. She is a lecturer at I. Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University. Ms. Dgebuadze holds the Master of 

Philosophy in Special Education from University of Oslo. 
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Harry Anthony Patrinos is Practice Manager for the Europe and 

Central Asia Region in the Education Global Practice of the World 

Bank. He specializes in all areas of education, especially school-based 

management, demand-side financing, and public-private 

partnerships. He managed education lending operations and 

analytical work programs in Argentina, Colombia, and Mexico, as well 

as a regional research project on the socioeconomic status of Latin 

America’s Indigenous Peoples, published as Indigenous Peoples, 

Poverty and Human Development in Latin America (Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2006). He is one of the main authors of the report, Lifelong 

Learning in the Global Knowledge Economy (World Bank, 2003). Mr. Patrinos has many publications in 

the academic and policy literature, with more than 40 journal articles and a number of books. He 

previously worked as an economist at the Economic Council of Canada. Mr. Patrinos received a 

doctorate from the University of Sussex. 

Panelists 
Gunda Tire is PISA national project manager for Estonia since 2007. She 

works at Education and Youth Authority which is a government 

organization under the auspices of the Ministry of Education and 

Research. Her responsibilities include preparation, implementation, and 

dissemination of PISA survey in Estonia. She has also been involved in 

other international educational projects. Gunda has been the editor for 

four national PISA reports, worked with schools and media as well as 

other stakeholders to disseminate PISA in Estonia and beyond. She has 

been a frequent speaker at educational conferences in Estonia and 

abroad, she has also received numerous delegations from all over the 

world and shared insights about the Estonian education system. Gunda holds a Master of Science 

degree in Educational Sciences from Leuven (KU Leuven) University, Belgium. 

Ju-Ho Lee is Full Professor at the Korea Development Institute (KDI) 

School of Public Policy and Management. He has served as the Minister 

of Education, Science, and Technology of Republic of South Korea from 

2010 to 2013. Before joining the ministry as a Vice Minister in 2009, he 

was Senior Secretary to the President for Education, Science, and 

Culture. He has been recognized for his education reform endeavors and 

active lawmaking as a member of the National Assembly (2004- 2008). 

His policy entrepreneurship began when he worked as a research fellow 

in Korea Development Institute (KDI) and as a professor of KDI Public 

Policy and Management. He has written many articles and   books    

including    Human   Capital   and   Development:   Lessons   and   Insights   from Korea’s Transformation 

(2018) and Positive Changes: The Education, Science & Technology Policies of Korea (2012). He is 

actively working for the international community as a Commissioner of the International Commission 

on Financing the Global Educational Opportunities, a Commissioner of 3ie and a Chair of the Education 

Workforce Initiative. 
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Jan Herczyński is Senior Education Consultant for the Swedish-

Ukrainian project “Support to Decentralization in Ukraine”, 

financed by the Swedish International Development Cooperation 

Agency SIDA. Dr. Herczyński has 21 years of experience in 

education finance, advising a number of countries in education 

policy and in formulation and analysis of education strategy. 

Between 1999 and 2001, he advised the Polish Ministry of 

National Education and helped implement the new per student 

algorithm for the allocation of education subvention to local 

governments. Between 2002 and 2007, Dr. Herczyński was 

advising the Macedonian Ministry of Education and Science, 

including preparation and implementation of a per student allocation formula for categorical and block 

grants for education. Prior to taking up education finance and management Dr. Herczyński worked for 

17 years as lecturer and researcher in applied mathematics at Faculty of Mathematics, Warsaw 

University. Dr. Herczyński holds a Ph.D. in Mathematics. 

Nuno Crato, OIH is a Portuguese university professor, 

researcher, applied mathematician, economist, and writer. He 

holds a BS and MS from the Technical University of Lisbon and a 

Ph.D. in applied mathematics from the University of Delaware. 

He worked many years in the U.S. as a university professor and 

researcher and is now a professor at the University of Lisbon. 

From 2011 to 2015 he was Portuguese Minister of Education, 

Higher Education and Science. During his tenure, compulsory 

schooling was extended from nine to twelve years, English was 

made mandatory for seven consecutive school years, the 

dropout rate was reduced from 25% to 13.7%, retention rates 

improved, and Portuguese students achieved the best results ever in international surveys. In fourth 

grade Mathematics in TIMSS, Portuguese students scored higher than those from traditionally better 

ranked countries, such as Finland. And in PISA, 15-year-old students scored over the OECD average 

for the first time, and in all three domains. 

He has several works published in the fields of science popularization and history of science, and 

research papers in mathematics-related subfields. His most recent books are his co-organized Data-

Driven Policy Impact Evaluation (Springer 2019) and his recently edited Improving a Country’s 

Education: PISA 2018 Results in 10 Countries (Springer 2021). 

He has been consulting for education policy groups and think tanks. He is founding organizer of Lisbon 

Economics and Statistics of Education. 
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Maciej Jakubowski is a researcher in education and labour market 

policy. He holds a Ph.D. degree in economics and MA in sociology 

from the University of Warsaw where he works at the Faculty of 

Economic Sciences. His research focuses on statistical methods for 

policy evaluation and the development and analysis of student 

assessments. He served as an under-secretary of state (deputy 

minister) at the Polish Ministry of National Education between 

2012 and 2014. In 2014, he established Evidence Institute in 

Poland to promote evidence-based policymaking and teaching 

practice. Before joining the government, he worked in the OECD 

PISA team in Paris (between 2008 and 2012). He worked as a 

consultant for the World Bank, UNDP, UNESCO, OECD, and several other governments and 

international institutions. 

 

Discussion topics 1 and 2: Three most important areas of policy reform:  The speakers were asked about 

the reform experience in their countries – “please give us 3 of the most important reforms that were put 

in place and tell us about how and why they were transformational in your country. Please tell us the 

results of these reforms.” This was a most interesting discussion because of the commonality in the 

elements discussed across countries of differing historical and cultural contexts. In synthesis, the three 

key areas were curriculum, assessment and digitization or education technology. Support to teachers was 

mentioned as being very important in terms of implementing the curriculum. The speakers all mentioned 

the central importance of curriculum, which became the first substantive topic of discussion. 

 

• Curriculum: Estonia, Poland and Portugal implemented gradual reforms to modernize and 
simplify the curriculum. The new curriculum emphasized learning outcomes and does not 
prescribe on how teachers should teach – this turned out to be a key discussion topic – how much 
responsibility should teachers have, and how can they be supported to deliver on that 
responsibility? In South Korea, a new curriculum was introduced to promote project-based 
learning to overcome the issue of memorization and rote learning. The country also strengthened 
upper secondary vocational curriculum and has been successfully supporting low-income 
students and low performing students to find a decent job upon completing vocational education. 
The expert from Estonia mentioned that the curriculum reform in the country focuses on a 
competence- based curriculum. The expert from South Korea discussed about promoting 
personalized learning using Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies. He thinks that embracing AI 
technologies will help teachers by reducing their burden and by supporting them to transform 
their roles to focus more on high order learning and social and emotional learning. In South Korea, 
there is much stronger acceptance of new technologies after the pandemic. 

 

• Assessment: in Estonia, Poland, and Portugal, when the education ministries developed a new 
education curriculum that allows for greater teacher autonomy, they also established assessment 
systems measuring student outcomes to assess the effectiveness of the new curriculum. The 
introduction of national examinations in Poland contributed the largest improvement for low 
performing students. This change encouraged teachers to work with all students including the 
disadvantaged and low performing students. Portugal also successfully reduced learning gaps 
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between rich and poor students up to 2015 by strengthening assessment that is aligned to new 
curriculum. Estonia established an external evaluation system for schools and introduced both 
low (for Primary) and high stakes (for Secondary) tests to monitor student performance. 

 

• Digitalization/Education Technology: Estonia introduced initiatives to support students to 
acquire digital skills long before COVID (indeed not just children but the entire population, as part 
of the famous Tiger Leap project). Estonian education has been minimally affected by the 
pandemic1. In South Korea, there has been a growing interest in adopting AI tutoring systems to 
help teachers support disadvantaged students.  

 

• Delayed specialization and teacher support in Poland: Poland extended comprehensive 
education from 8 to 9 years and delayed vocational tracking, which contributed to improved 
learning outcomes, especially among low performing and disadvantaged students. 

 

• Teachers support: There were very interesting observations about teachers in Poland. Apparently, 
Poland has similar problems as Georgia of low intake quality in university teacher preparation 
programs, and low quality of the university programs: “we are a clear outlier, we have one of the 
best results and our teachers are really at the bottom of the scale in cognitive skills”. In Poland, 
the authorities put the focus on continuous professional development of teachers once they 
joined the profession – with financial incentives and autonomy to select the kind of training that 
the teachers wanted.  

 

Discussion Topic 3: School-grade organization – is it a problem that Georgia has many unified schools – 

combining elementary, lower and upper secondary levels in a single school?  The consensus amongst 

the experts appeared to be that the way grades are organized to make up a school is likely not a central 

issue for learning: “I do not think that there is an optimal way. There are so many circumstances shaping 

our education systems that need to be considered that probably there is no optimal way for all countries, 

not even for one country, like Poland, there is no optimal way for all locations”. In Poland, the initial school 

reorganization plan was to restructure lower secondary schools to be attached to upper secondary schools 

and to consolidate small primary schools in rural areas where student population declines. However, it 

did not go according to the original plan as the Ministry could not get buy-in from the key stakeholders, 

including local municipalities and parents. One lesson from the Polish experience is to consider the 

influence of local decision-making when you plan school reorganization. Regarding the issue of small 

schools in rural areas, Estonia collected students from smaller upper secondary schools in rural areas to 

establish the state gymnasium in each region for those students. The state gymnasium recruited high 

quality teachers and offers updated school infrastructure and equipment.  

 

Discussion Topic 4: School management – how to utilize the Education Resource Centers?   Georgia has 

recently established the Education Resource Centers in municipalities to help schools implement the 

demanding competency-based curriculum reform. So far, the function of these Centers has only been in 

handling information between the ministry and the schools. Georgia would like to consider a 

decentralization or deconcentration reform with capability and responsibility assigned to the Education 

Resource Centers. In Estonia, the local municipalities play a key role in school management. Each 

 
1 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/30/lessons-from-estonia-why-excels-digital-learning-during-covid  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/30/lessons-from-estonia-why-excels-digital-learning-during-covid
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municipality appoints a responsible person for the education sector, who makes important decisions 

including opening and closing schools, hiring school principals. The municipalities receive the state funding 

for teacher salaries, teacher training and education materials. In terms of the education center, Estonia 

has been operating the education center at the state level for about a decade to support students who 

need additional support. The South Korea expert encouraged Georgia to explore possibility of adopting 

new methods and solutions, such as AI technologies in teaching that could help teachers to implement 

the reformed curriculum.  

 

Discussion Topic 5: Human resource management – how to improve the quality of teachers and 

principals?  Similar to many other countries, teacher quality is still a major issue in Portugal. The issue of 

low performing teachers is related to teachers lacking basic subject knowledge. Therefore, teacher 

training should focus on subject knowledge first before providing pedagogical training. The expert from 

Poland also thinks that basic pedagogical skills and subject knowledge are more important than high-order 

cognitive skills to become an effective teacher. The expert also discussed the importance of decentralized 

teacher training approach which is demand based skill development training at school level. In South 

Korea, a recent initiative to recruit the former CEOs as the Principal for upper-secondary level vocational 

school turned out to be successful. The expert from South Korean mentioned that knowledge of labor 

market demand is more valuable than pedagogical skills or the numbers of years of teaching to become 

effective principal at vocational schools. In Estonia, aging teacher population is an issue like other ECA 

countries. Estonia’s approach is to encourage teachers to learn from each other through teacher networks. 

For example, the country recently developed a new principal training model. This model supports a group 

of newly appointed principals to stay connected as a group and arrange experienced principals to provide 

mentorship support.  

Discussion Topic 6: Education finance – what are the issues regarding the financing formula? Georgia 

has a centralized financing mechanism in which its schools directly receive funding from the central 

government through the school voucher system based on student population and school conditions. 

Although this funding system has its advantages (relatively simple, predictable and transparent), the 

vouchers system has caused an inefficient allocation of resources - not sufficient funding to small schools 

in remote areas and excessive funding to schools with large number of students in the cities. Though the 

funding formula has been revised on numerous occasions in the past 10-15 years, as the Deputy Education 

Minister mentioned, there has been no review and evaluation of its suitability to the current demands. 

The Education Finance expert, Jan Herczynski, explained how the education financing in Georgia is 

different from most other post-Soviet systems. Local government plays an important role in other systems 

and the local government level is typically the best place to mediate on issues such as how many schools 

are needed and what is the optimal location of the schools. However, in Georgia, local government does 

not play a role in providing general education as schools are the ones which have autonomy to directly 

receive money from the central government and the schools have decision making autonomy. There was 

a very interesting and useful discussion about the possibilities of education finance reforms in Georgia. 

The advice from Jan Herczynski was that schools need to focus on pedagogy and instruction rather than 

have to worry too much about financing issues, and he suggested gradual incremental reform, given the 

conditions in Georgia and the initial concerns about local capture that had led to the unique Georgian 

decision to bypass local governments in general education financing.  

Full transcripts are included in Volume II. 
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Chapter 2. Seminar on Computer Based Mathematics (CBM) 
 

Date of the Event:  March 4, 2021 (For Presentation and transcript see Volume II) 

Purpose of the seminar:  The one and half hour seminar aimed for a discussion between Conrad Wolfram, 

government and donor partners about curriculum reform pathways in upper secondary mathematics 

education in Georgia towards improved student outcomes. This seminar is the second in a series of South 

Caucasus Education seminar discussions, Education Reforms for Improved Student Outcomes: Lessons 

Learned & Opportunities. The idea was to reflect deeply on the issue of how mathematics teaching, and 

the content of curriculum more broadly, need to be reformed if Georgia wants to have a world class 

education system to enhance its human capital. 
 

The Problem 

The maths taught around the world today 

does not fit how it is used in the real world. 

Computation technology is more accessible 

than ever before, but no curriculum in the 

world assumes it exists. Instead, it is focused 

on the mechanics of hand calculation, rather 

than the essence of real-world maths. 

The Fix 

The fix is a new core computational subject 

that is built on actual problems solved by real 

people in the real world with today’s 

technology. A computer-based maths (CBM) 

curriculum should be built around real-world 

requirements such as data science, 

information theory and modelling  

Achieving Change 

Enabling transformation of this scale is no 

easy task. This part of the book addresses 

common objections, sets out a roadmap for 

change and analyses where computational 

thinking works, as well as its limitations, an 

essential part of empowering society to 

question the world around it. 
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Computational thinking is a process 

in which ones creatively apply a four-

step problem-solving cycle to ideas, 

challenges and opportunities to 

develop and test solutions2. In the 

seminar, Wolfram outlined the four-

step process of Computational 

Thinking Process (CTP), namely 

Define, Abstract, Compute, Interpret, 

and Define, as an alternative approach for math education. Wolfram estimates that today’s math 

education spends approximately 80 percent of the curriculum time on Step 3, Compute, in doing hand 

calculations. CTP emphasizes problem solving process – learning how to take real-life situations and 

abstract them to a computational setting, so that computer can calculate the answer.  

Student applies a four-step problem solving cycle 

to solve real world problems.  

1. Define questions – students begin the 

problem-solving process by defining manageable 

questions and tasks to be solved, and identity the 

information that they already have or need to 

obtain in order to solve the questions. 

2.  Abstract to computable form – students begin 

the abstraction step by taking the questions into 

an abstract from. In this process, student 

transforms the question into an abstract precise 

form, such as code, diagrams or algorithms ready 

for computation. Choose the concepts and tools 

to use to derive a solution. 

3. Compute answers – students begin the computation phase by turning the abstract question into an 

abstract answer using the power of computation with computers.  

4. Interpret results – students take the output of the computation stage and translate this back to the 

original real-world problem by relating the output to their original questions.  They consider further areas 

of investigation as a result. 3 

Speakers and Participants: The event was organized jointly by the World Bank’s Education Global Practice 

in Europe and Central Asia (ECA) Region and the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sports 

(MESCS) of Georgia. Welcome and introductory remarks were made by Ahmet Levent Yener, Practice 

Leader, South Caucasus to about 40 participants, including Mr. Mikheil Chkhenkeli, Minister of Education, 

Ms. Ekaterine Dgebuadze, Deputy Minister of Education and key officials from the Ministry of Finance 

(MOF) and the MESCS’s departments including the Departments of Curriculum, Education Management 

 
2 https://www.computationalthinking.org/ 
3 The Math(fix) https://www.computerbasedmath.org/the-maths-fix/ 
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Information System and Assessment, as well as faculty from Georgian universities. The seminar was 

coordinated by Suhas D. Parandekar (Senior Economist) and Shizuka Kunimoto (Education Specialist for 

ECA). The main speaker was Conrad Wolfram, author of the recently published book: “The Math(s) Fix: An 

Education Blueprint for the AI Age”. Discussants include Nuno Crato, Professor at the University of Lisbon, 

former Minister of Education in Portugal and Jaak Aaviksoo, former Minister of Education in Estonia. 

Bio of speaker and discussants 

Speaker 
Conrad Wolfram, Founder, computerbasedmath.org and 
European CEO/Co-Founder, Wolfram Research. He is 
physicist, mathematician and technologist, is Strategic 
Director and European Co-Founder/CEO of Wolfram - the 
“math company” behind Mathematica, Wolfram 
Language and Wolfram Alpha (which powers knowledge 
answers for Apple's Siri) for over 30 years.  Wolfram 
pioneers new approaches to data science and 
computation-based development, with technology and 

consulting solutions that drive innovation in analytics, software development and modelling. 
Working with start-ups to Fortune 500 companies, it spans industries as diverse as medicine, 
finance and telecoms. Conrad is recognized as a thought leader in AI, data science and 
computation, pioneering a multiparadigm data science approach.  

Discussants 
 

Nuno Crato (left): Professor at the 

University of Lisbon, former Minister of 

Education in Portugal  

 

Jaak Aaviksoo (right): Rector of the Tallinn 

University of Technology, former Minister of 

Education in Estonia 

 

 

Summary: Ahmet Levent Yener, Practice Leader, in his introductory remarks mentioned “Mathematics is 

a very old subject, with millennia of development, since the time of the Babylonian civilization. It is also 

the subject that will unlock the potential of the children of Georgia for the new millennium.”  

Amongst the many examples, Conrad Wolfram mentioned of what needs to be fixed, is the rote or 

mechanical learning in most educational systems of solving quadratic equations, that we know from clay 

tablets indeed were expounded in the Babylonian civilization – children learn to apply a formula, without 

understanding where it came from and what it means. He urged the Georgian authorities to fast forward 

the movie four thousand years. “We can go a lot faster and farther, and it is not necessarily harder, just 

different…I am all for abstraction, I just don’t want it to lead the problem. Because I think the majority of 

students just don’t have any idea why they are doing it. They get switched off by it, then everything is 

hard.” The noted technologist showed examples of an alternative approach, where computers (real time 
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graphing in the case of equations) can make mathematics easier, more interesting and engaging and fun, 

for everybody, not only those disposed to abstraction.  

Minister Chkhenkeli, in his opening remarks mentioned, “STEM skills are important now more than ever, 

because they develop capacity to innovate and use technology and science as tools to solve 

problems. Rapid advancements of technology has had a considerable impact on all industries, including 

education. In the age of unprecedented computation and scientific achievements, when artificial 

intelligence is gaining pace, we have to focus on remaining things to adapt to the new reality. And here 

we can see clearly that mathematics is an absolutely important and essential driving force for the artificial 

intelligence. In order to catch up with modern advancements, we need to carefully consider importance 

of mathematics and the way we teach it to the future generations. I do believe that this seminar is an 

excellent opportunity to share valuable experience and discuss perspectives of teaching mathematics in 

the 21st century, with the aim to explore opportunities, push boundaries and address challenges.” 

Deputy Minister Dgebuadze, in her closing remarks mentioned, “Our expectation is to discuss and find 

the right solution because we need more competent teachers who have the capacity to teach our students 

to develop the analytical thinking…I would like to thank World Bank to support us and organizing 

interesting seminars for us. It gives us an opportunity to think in the right direction.” 

 

Full transcripts are included in Volume II. 
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Chapter 3. Conference on Learning Loss  
  
Date of the event: May 3-5, 2022 
 
Purpose of the Conference: The three-day conference aimed for a discussion between international 

experts, government, school representatives (principals and teachers), donor partners and NGOs to 

identify and mitigate COVID-induced learning losses in primary education and develop concrete 

steps/actions to take when school resumes in September 2022.  

Speakers and Participants: The event was organized jointly by the World Bank’s Education Global Practice 

in Europe and Central Asia (ECA) Region, USAID, UNICEF, EFA Georgia and the Ministry of Education and 

Science (MES) of Georgia. The welcome and introductory remarks were made by Mr. Mikheil Chkhenkeli, 

Minister of Education and Science; Peter Wiebler, USAID; Sebastian-A Molineus, World Bank; Ghassan 

Khalil, UNICEF and Mary Kadagidze, Education for All.  

Participants included about 75 persons in Tbilisi. Attendees included representatives from the MES and 

all its ancillary agencies, Teachers Professional Development Center (TPDC), Education Management 

Information Systems (EMIS), National Assessment and Examination Center (NAEC), National Center for 

Educational Quality Enhancement (NCEQE). Selected principals, teachers, and Education Resource Center 

directors from Tbilisi participated in the event virtually. Representatives from Azerbaijan, Armenia and 

other regional countries were invited to the first day to listen to international speakers. 

Summary of discussions: 

Discussions on Day 1 were dedicated to the overview of Learning Loss globally and with an emphasis on 

primary level students as well as overview of situation in Georgia, which was based on the research 

undertaken by Education For All (EFA) Georgia. The presentations made by international experts provided 

reflections, ideas and lessons derived from global experiences for addressing the Learning Loss.  

Discussions on Day 2 were dedicated to post pandemic innovative practices into classroom instruction 

and specific activities to address the learning loss for the Ministry to consider. The day also featured panel 

discussions with principals and teachers, who presented challenges, successes and lessons learned from 

individual experiences during the pandemic. Open Q & A session enabled inputs and guidance from 

international and local experts during the panel discussion.  

Day 3 was devoted to working in groups to discuss which options to mitigate and reverse learning loss 

could be implemented in Georgia. The conference also resulted in creating of working groups comprised 

of Ministry experts to decide steps for addressing the learning loss in the early primary grades, starting in 

Sep 2022.  

Key Discussion focused on specific evidence-based solutions during COVID 19 included the following 

topics: 

• Distance learning, education technology, tutoring, and parental engagement (related 
paper: School’s Out: Experimental Evidence on Limiting Learning Loss Using “Low-Tech” in a 
Pandemic).  

• Diagnostic assessment and Teaching at the Right Level, reorganizing teaching vial horizontal 
axis. (Related paper: Building back better to avert a learning catastrophe: Estimating learning 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nber.org%2Fpapers%2Fw28205%23%3A~%3Atext%3DExperimental%2520Evidence%2520on%25E2%2580%25A6-%2CSchool%27s%2520Out%253A%2520Experimental%2520Evidence%2520on%2520Limiting%2520Learning%2520Loss%2520Using%2CLow-Tech%25E2%2580%259D%2520in%2520a%2520Pandemic%26text%3DSchools%2520closed%2520extensively%2520during%2520the%2Cteacher%2520strikes%2520and%2520natural%2520disasters.%26text%3DThe%2520combined%2520treatment%2520cost-effectively%2520improves%2520learning%2520by%25200.12%2520standard%2520deviations.&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=5%2Fc1n2H7V%2BSFevdmcZK%2FzrjhiAUCPu2%2BVbrtjpC69NY%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nber.org%2Fpapers%2Fw28205%23%3A~%3Atext%3DExperimental%2520Evidence%2520on%25E2%2580%25A6-%2CSchool%27s%2520Out%253A%2520Experimental%2520Evidence%2520on%2520Limiting%2520Learning%2520Loss%2520Using%2CLow-Tech%25E2%2580%259D%2520in%2520a%2520Pandemic%26text%3DSchools%2520closed%2520extensively%2520during%2520the%2Cteacher%2520strikes%2520and%2520natural%2520disasters.%26text%3DThe%2520combined%2520treatment%2520cost-effectively%2520improves%2520learning%2520by%25200.12%2520standard%2520deviations.&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=5%2Fc1n2H7V%2BSFevdmcZK%2FzrjhiAUCPu2%2BVbrtjpC69NY%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.povertyactionlab.org%2Fcase-study%2Fteaching-right-level-improve-learning&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=7ZKTVXQdrfOwCJGwVLAOB7qFLEz6nzmEEtE49bdtOaM%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscience%2Farticle%2Fpii%2FS073805932100050X&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=KW8PE1ubfViM9GHA7Ug5cf4bBJK6txyQOe%2B9M17GVNs%3D&reserved=0
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loss from COVID-19 school shutdowns in Africa and facilitating short-term and long-term 
learning recovery.  

• Learning losses during school closures can accumulate into much larger learning losses in the 
future, presented research simulations suggested that mitigation could have big (positive) 
impacts on long term learning outcomes. The recommendations highlighted the need to 
prioritize foundational skills; assessing children when they return to school; adapting 
curriculum/instruction to their learning levels, with examples; what accelerated curriculum 
could look like, and what immediate steps could be taken.  

• Targeted Instruction in Primary Classrooms. 
• Experiences of online tutoring in the US. 
• Cost effective approaches to improve global learning. 

  

Presentation materials are included in Volume. II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscience%2Farticle%2Fpii%2FS073805932100050X&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=KW8PE1ubfViM9GHA7Ug5cf4bBJK6txyQOe%2B9M17GVNs%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscience%2Farticle%2Fpii%2FS073805932100050X&data=04%7C01%7Cnkutateladze%40worldbank.org%7C577c93623cf544203b2c08da0278c613%7C31a2fec0266b4c67b56e2796d8f59c36%7C0%7C0%7C637825015943714951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=KW8PE1ubfViM9GHA7Ug5cf4bBJK6txyQOe%2B9M17GVNs%3D&reserved=0
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Section II: Analytical Reports  
 

Chapter 4. Learning Grade Organization 
 

Schools in Georgia operate under a unitary model to provide comprehensive schooling for general 

education. Grades 1 to 12 are integrated and provided in a single school. Georgia is one of the very few 

countries which typically do not have separate Primary, Lower Secondary (or Middle School) and upper 

secondary education cycles are conducted within a single school facility with a unified school 

administration. Ministry of Finance counterparts requested the Bank team to study the issue of grade 

organization as a possible bottleneck for human capital formation in Georgia. The analysis sought to 

review the international experience on the issue of school-grade organization, to arrive at a policy 

recommendation of whether schools in Georgia need to be split up. The analysis found little evidence that 

one form of grade organization has a more positive effect on education quality and learning outcomes 

than other forms4.  

 

Excerpts from the paper are provided below, and the paper in its entirety forms part of Volume II. The 

findings of the paper were discussed with government counterparts as part of the HCP policy dialogue. In 

the discussion, it was discovered that the problem had been framed incorrectly to begin with. The problem 

was not one of configuration of grades but of scale or of the school network in rural and mountainous 

areas (see the size distribution of schools in the Georgia HCP Shiny App). Further refinement and 

discussion of this paper did not take place as the policy dialogue switched to reform regarding quality 

standards including sufficient scale (HCP verification protocols for DLRs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) 

 

Grade organization models in ECA region 

 

To compare education systems internationally, experts use UNESCO’s international standard 

classifications (ISCED) system, which has three levels. For example, ISCED 0 refers to pre-school education, 

ISECD 1 refers to elementary school, ISCED 2 refers to lower-secondary and ISCED 3 refers to upper 

secondary school. Georgia is one of the countries who exclusively provides three levels of education 

(ISCED 1-3) under the single education system, which is called “Unified Structure”.   

 

In ECA region, ISCED 1 and 2 levels are part of compulsory education in all ECA education system, but the 

configurations of these levels vary across the countries. There are three main organizational models for 

ISCED 1 and 2 levels (European Commission/EACEA/Eurydice, 2018). By order of prevalence, these models 

include: (i) Single structure education – there is no institutional distinction between ISCED levels 1 and 2. 

ISCED 1 and 2 level education are integrated as general education and provided in common for all 

students; (ii) Common core curriculum provision – there is institutional transition between ISCED levels 1 

and 2. After successful completion of ISCED 1 level, all students progress to ISCED level 2 where they 

follow the same general common core curriculum ; or (iii) Differentiated lower secondary education – 

after successful completion of primary education (ISCED 1), students are required to follow distinct 

 
4  Education Impact. (n.d.). Advantages and disadvantages of various grade-level organization. Retrieved from 
https://www.educationalimpact.com/resources/msl/pdf/MidSchLead_2A_advantages.pdf 
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educational pathways or specific types of schooling, either at the beginning or during lower secondary 

education (ISCED 2). In some countries, students follow different tracks in vocational, technical or general 

education. In others, they are enrolled in different types of general education and receive different levels 

of certificates with the completion of their studies (See Annex 3 in Vol. II for examples of each grade 

organization model). 

  

Figure 1: Main models of primary and lower secondary education (ISCED 1-2) in ECA, 2018/19 
 

 
 

 

Grade organization effect on student variables  

How does grade organization effect student variables? Research on grade organization has typically 

compared various grade configurations and their effect on such student-based variables that include: (1) 

student achievement, (2) school adjustment and (3) student attitudes and behaviors. However, there is 

little evidence in the literature that one form of grade organization has a more positive effect on education 

quality and learning outcomes than other forms (Education Impact). Additionally, the research indicates 

that no one pattern of grade organization can meet all the needs, circumstances and situations of all 

students and all school districts—just the sheer number of variables that come into play when measuring 

grade span effectiveness complicates efforts to understand this important aspect of education. However, 

each pattern has its advantages and disadvantages, which can have an impact on learning by having a 

cascading effect on other school and student-based factors. It is clear that further analysis on student 

achievement considering various student and school factors is needed. For this short note, we compared 

the average PISA performance in integrated and separated education system to examine student 

achievement.  
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Student achievement  

 

As the previous section showed, a recent analysis of Eurydice data identified countries in the Europe and 

Central Asia region where ISCED 1 and 2 are integrated and ISCED 1 and 2 are organized separately and 

countries. In very rare cases, like Georgia, ISCED 1, 2 and 3 are integrated under one school building. Based 

on the ISCED classification, 20 countries in Europe operate using the grade organization structure in which 

ISCED and 2 are integrated (Eurydice, 2018). The table below shows PISA score differences between the 

countries with integrated and separated ISCED 1 and 2 education system. 

Table 1: Comparison of PISA performance and School Grade Organization 

 # 

The countries 

with integrated 

ISCED 1 and 2 

schools 

Avg PISA score for 

integrated structure 

systems 

The countries with 

separated ISCED 1 

and 2 

Avg PISA score for 

separated system schools 

     

1 Estonia 525 Singapore 556 

2 Finland 516 Japan 520 

3 Poland 513 Ireland 505 

4 Slovenia 504 Netherlands 502 

5 Sweden 502 Belgium 500 

6 Denmark 501 Germany 500 

7 Norway 497 Switzerland 498 

8 Czech Republic 495 France 494 

9 Latvia 487 Portugal 492 

10 Iceland 481 Austria 491 

11 Hungary 479 Spain 482 

12 Croatia 472 Lithuania 480 

13 Slovak Republic 469 Italy 477 

15 Serbia 442 Luxembourg 477 

14 Bulgaria 427 Turkey 463 

16 Montenegro 422 Malta 459 

17 Albania 420 Greece 453 

18 

Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 402 Cyprus 438 

19 North Macedonia 400 Romania 428 

20 Georgia 387   
*Top-performing countries with avg. PISA points 500+ are presented in green text 

 

This finding shows that top-performing countries with an average PISA scores of 500 points above vary 

from single structure to non-single structure systems. As the table shows, Georgia performs the lowest 

among integrated and separated school systems. The performance gap between Georgia and top 

performing countries with integrated and separated school system, such as Estonia and Singapore, are 

significant, 138 and 169 PISA points respectively. This score gaps are equivalent to approximately 4.6 and 
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5.6 years of schooling respectively5. Although finding shows sizable performance gap in PISA results 

between Georgia and the high performing counties, this concerning result cannot not be explained merely 

by grade organization. More careful analysis on international large assessment data is needed to examine 

how much of the substantial score differences between Georgia and top countries can be explained by 

other school variables6.  

 

School adjustment - Transition to middle or high school (ISCED 2-3) 

 

Grade configuration determines the key aspects to frame education structure, such as grade span and the 

timing of transition to middle and high school that affect student performance. Interestingly, most studies 

showed that grade span and timing of transition to another school are associated with academic 

achievement. Overall, the literature reviewed, which was mostly based on research from the United States, 

appeared to favor an integrated K-8 model in which students receive ISECED level 1 and 2 in the same 

school through the 8th grade over a separated middle school model in which students transfer to a 

different middle school for grades 6 to 8 (Schwartz et al, 2011). For example, one study showed that 

moving students from elementary to middle school in 6th or 7th grade caused significant drops in 

academic achievement and the effects are stronger for students with low levels of achievement, whereas 

students benefited from remaining in elementary school through at least 7th grade (Rockoff, 2010; 

Malone et al. 2020). Similarly, another study found that students suffered achievement loss during 

transition years and that students who transitioned to high school in grade 7 were more likely to drop out 

than students who began high school in grades 9 or 10 (Renchler, Ron., 2002). Moreover, research on the 

transition from a K-5 to K-8 system in the USA, showed that the K-8 system had a positive impact on 

student performance, especially for low achieving students (Rockoff and Lockwood, 2010).  

 

Student attitudes and behaviors 

 

Grade span and transition to middle or high school also affect students’ attitudes and behaviors, which 

can have an impact on learning outcomes. Most U.S. research reviewed showed significant advantages in 

students’ psychological and social-emotional well-being in integrated K-8 grade configurations over 

students in separated middle school grade configurations. Research also showed a significantly negative 

impact on students’ psychological and socio-emotional well-being when students transitioned from one 

school to another (Gordon, M., Peterson, K., Gdula, J., & Klingbeil, D., 2011). Moreover, a review of the 

middle school education system in Japan, revealed that the latter part of elementary (5th and 6th grades) 

and middle school (7 – 9 grades) is challenged with absenteeism, bullying, and delinquency, which the 

author suggests is due to the ages 10-15-years-old being a particularly stressful transitional phase for 

adolescents and suggesting that a 9-year school model might better support students’ development 

(Abiko, Tadahiko, 2009 & 2013).  

 

Overall, analysis of different grade level configurations on student behavior showed mixed results. 

However, one clear finding was that school transitions, overall, had negative effects on psychological and 

 
5 30 PISA points equivalents to one year of schooling 
6 Other school variables include school size, student-teacher ratio, educational resources, and school leadership 
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social-emotional and student behavior outcomes. This suggests that the fewer transitions for students, 

the better.  

 

[Full text of the working paper in Volume II] 
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Chapter 5. Evolution of the School Voucher Financing System 
 

Review on education financing model in Georgia I: Evolution of the Voucher Formula in Georgia 

 

The review on education financing model in Georgia (Part I) focuses on the changing model of school 

vouchers introduced in Georgia 15 years ago, after the Rose Revolution. To eradicate corruption in the 

school management system, Georgian reformers removed local governments from the budget process, 

which allowed the central government to fund schools directly from the national budget. The Ministry of 

Education chose vouchers as the simple financing model with just three values that include urban, rural, 

and mountain schools. Over time, this model evolved into a very complex system, quite different from 

standard school voucher initiatives.  

Typically, school vouchers are based on a single per student amount, which follows the student from the 

national or local budget to the school. The revenue of schools is proportional to their enrollment. 

Vouchers provide transparency and in theory motivate the schools to attract students in order to 

maximize revenue.  

This is not the case in today’s Georgia. Students enrolled in one school may carry different vouchers, if 

they attend primary or upper secondary grades. Students enrolled in two schools in a town may carry 

different vouchers, if their schools have different sizes, or teach in different languages. Schools located in 

rural areas and in the mountains have their own, separate systems of vouchers. In addition, every school 

receives a lump sum, which also depends on the number of students, but unlike the standard voucher 

allocation becomes smaller for larger schools. Schools also receive additional allocation for some groups 

of students (e.g., special needs students) and for some groups of teachers (e.g., teachers with specific 

add-ons to their salaries). Moreover, a separate system of vouchers, with significantly lower values, is 

applied to private schools. Thus, the system of school financing in operation today in Georgia is no longer 

a voucher model. It is a specific, rather complex model of capitation financing.   

Clearly, the successive changes to the voucher system in Georgia, introduced through 25 government 

resolutions, were designed to adapt the system of financing to a very fragmented school system, 

comprising of schools with very different budget needs. The Georgian school system comprises both small 

mountain schools with less than 20 students and large urban schools with more than two thousand 

students. The budget needs of these schools are so different that no simple system of vouchers can 

accommodate them. In particular, the initial versions of the voucher system in Georgia created a large 

number of undesirable so-called deficit schools, which could not even pay their teacher salaries and 

needed additional budget support. The requests for the additional allocation, submitted every month by 

many schools, placed an enormous administrative burden on the Ministry. The government resolutions 

that followed created changes to the voucher system were thus rational policy response to real issues, 

and over time they reduced the number of deficit schools. The complexity of the financing system reflects 

the diversity of schools in Georgia.  

However, even this evolved complex financing system is not able to adequately support the needs of 

different schools across the country. Indeed, more than half of all Georgian schools are not financed 

through the adjusted voucher system. Instead, their budget needs are assessed independently as so called 

“small schools”, or schools with fewer than 170 students. Small schools comprise 60% of all schools in the 

country, and the Ministry employs a specific methodology to assess their costs.  
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The management of such a system of financing, in which majority of schools receive individually calculated 

allocation, and the remaining schools are subject to exceedingly complex capitation formula, is not easy. 

It becomes very difficult to ensure in practice two main theoretical benefits of a standard voucher system, 

namely transparency and equity.  

Transparency is lacking for both the small schools and the large ones. Available research indicates that 

initially and also now, small schools do not understand fully how their allocations are calculated, as the 

methodology is an internal procedure of the Ministry and some degree of negotiations is allowed. 

Certainly, parents understand even less. For larger schools, transparency is obscured by the complexity of 

the formula, as described above, and by its frequent changes (many of the resolutions changing the 

voucher system include only clauses which replace older regulation, so to understand fully the present 

system, numerous resolutions need to be simultaneously reviewed and considered). 

Ensuring equity of such a complex and fragmented system of financing is also challenging. The comparison 

of financing of small and large schools is a difficult task, due to individual treatment of every small school 

and to possible significant year-to-year fluctuations. Thus, equity of allocation to small schools needs to 

be carefully monitored (it is not analyzed in the present report). For large schools, as preliminary analysis 

conducted below indicates, when assessed on the per class basis, rural schools receive higher allocation 

than urban schools, and mountain schools much higher allocation. This raises important concerns 

regarding horizontal equity. A separate issue is equity of financing of schools of the same location (urban, 

rural, mountain). Preliminary research indicates that on average equitable distribution within the type of 

school location is ensured by two specific instruments of the voucher system for schools with over 170, 

but fewer than 200 or 300 students, namely that their per student vouchers are larger, and that they 

receive larger lump sum.   

Further, at threshold values of the number of students, when the voucher values change (such as 205, 

299, 530), an increase of enrollment by one student may lead to a decrease of overall allocation for the 

school of up to 5% (considering both the per student voucher and the lump sum). Again, this is an 

undesirable effect of the complex system of vouchers, reducing equity of the allocation system. It is 

relevant to note that there is no mechanism protecting individual schools from this adverse effect of the 

voucher system.  

As a specific interesting case, it is worth pointing out that initially the financing of schools providing 

instruction in languages other than Georgian was higher than of schools teaching in Georgian. This was 

equitable, because these schools may have somewhat higher costs due to additional lessons of Georgian. 

Over time, this difference was reversed, and today non-Georgian schools have slightly lower allocation 

than Georgian schools (on a per student basis). The reasons for this policy reversal are not clear. This 

example illustrates how the complexity and resulting lack of transparency of financing system may 

negatively impact equitable allocation.  

This report provides a detailed chronological review of all the changes introduced by the Ministry of 

Education, a brief analytical discussion of the current education financing system and identified strategic 

issues which should be addressed.  

[Full text of the report in Volume II] 
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Review on education financing model in Georgia II: Policy Options for Reform of Voucher Formula 

 

In any education system, the financing model is always subordinated to the governance model. This means 

that the flows of funds to support recurrent operation of schools correspond to the allocation of key 

competencies in the sector. Georgia is not an exception to this rule. The reform of 2006 was based on the 

model of autonomous, self-governing schools, competing with each other on the local education markets. 

School directors are elected by school boards, while network decisions, such as creation, merger, and 

closure of schools are taken by the Ministry. The financing model, namely the voucher system also 

adopted in 2006, reflects this simplified governance model. The budget allocation reaches the schools 

directly, without the intermediary of local governments or of deconcentrated offices of the Ministry of 

Education and Science (MES).  

However, as the review on education financing model in Georgia (Part I) discussed, this model does not 

function well across all Georgian schools. The model was undergoing successive changes and repeated 

adjustments, which started immediately after its introduction in 2006.   

This review on education financing model in Georgia (Part II) will propose three policy options for 

reforming the school vouchers in Georgia. Three policy options are namely (1) streamlining current 

voucher system, (2) assigning budget responsibilities to Education Resource Centers (ERC), and (3) 

creating regional deconcentrated offices of MES.  

It is important to note that these policy options would not strengthen Georgian local governments’ 

responsibility. The reforms of 2006, with the drive to eradicate corruption in the education sector, has left 

local governments budgetarily weak and politically insignificant. Any changes of the current status, 

competencies, and revenues of local governments in Georgia would be a major social reform, going 

beyond the issues of education governance and finance.  

This note is designed to support discussions among Georgian education experts and to inform future 

policy decisions of the Government of Georgia. Each policy option includes the following information: 

• A description of proposed policy reform; 

• Expected results of implementing the policy option;  

• Risks and drawbacks associated with the policy option; and 

• Risk mitigating measures.  

In addition, this note provides preliminary review of the financing models. For the first policy option, we 

identified the potential areas of “streamlining” in the current voucher system, which would make the 

formula simpler and more predictable. For the second and third policy options, a brief description of 

possible financing models is included.   

[Full text of the report in Volume II.] 



 

 

Section III: Capacity Building for data-driven education policy 
 

Chapter 6. Introduction to Interactive Data Analytics for Everyone 
 

Problem definition 

As with many other features of 21st century life, the amount of data available regarding Georgia’s 

education system grows substantively each year. However, the collected data is not available in a manner 

ready to be used by researchers and the general public. The use of education statistics and data analytical 

techniques in decision-making is limited and not systematic. As a result, education policies in Georgia can 

be created or eliminated quickly without a rigorously evaluated rationale (OECD)7. The Human Capital 

Program (HCP) is intended to bring policy continuity, which in turns requires a solid empirical base of data 

for decision making.  

NAEC and EMIS are the two agencies of MOES responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 

reporting of educational data in Georgia. NAEC also administers the UNE which is the principal tool for 

university admission in Georgia. NAEC also employs data analysts who possess the technical competence 

to conduct data analysis as requested by decision makers at the MOES as well as other government 

agencies and the public.  

Solution 

NAEC authorities requested the Bank team for support to develop low or zero-cost interactive apps on 

the EMIS internet server to provide data analytic products to a range of audiences – from MOES officials 

to external researchers and the public. The apps are written in the programming language called “R”. R is 

a versatile programming language for statistical computing and graphics that can be securely deployed on 

cloud servers. It is open-source and freely available for anyone to use. The programming language R is 

used with hundreds of supporting components called “packages” or “libraries”. These libraries are 

compendia of R script that are used to extend the functionality and usefulness of R. One of these packages 

is called “R Shiny”.  The functionality of this library is that it automates the process of writing software in 

a set of three internet programming languages that are needed for the apps requested by NAEC – these 

languages are called “HTML” (HyperText Markup Language), “CSS” (Cascading Style Sheets) and 

“JavaScript”.  

High-cost interactive apps are usually written by professional software developers who are experts in the 

three internet programming languages, but who usually do not have background in statistics or 

econometrics, like the NAEC technical staff. By using the automation feature available through R, the 

NAEC staff have a seamless integration of their own work with the task of providing low-cost apps on the 

internet. In order to develop the app, data analysts work with end users and write coding script of 

programs. This is a time-consuming and painstaking task that requires multiple cycles of writing code, 

testing its performance and then deploying on a cloud server, accessible through the internet. The main 

deliverable, that had to be shared with the technical counterparts already is a series of coding scripts. 

End-users do not know usually know anything about the scripts, nor do they need to know – the end users 

only see the simple user interface with features like buttons and menu options.  

 
7 OECD (2018) Review of Evaluation and assessment in Education: Georgia. https://doi.org/10.1787/94dc370e-en  

https://doi.org/10.1787/94dc370e-en
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In order to evaluate the functionality of the apps or the lack thereof, it is needed to use or explore the 

apps. Rather than a static graphic of a single document, the app provides multiple graphics, depending on 

the choices made by the user.  

As the delivery to government counterparts of software developed by Bank economists and data analysts 

is only a recent phenomenon, this chapter provides a series of tables with screenshots of what the user 

would see, and the hyperlink to the internet server where these apps are currently stored. At the time of 

preparing this report, the apps are stored on a server run by the World Bank, but a process is underway 

whereby the apps will be hosted by the EMIS server of MOES in Georgia. While the Bank hosted apps are 

mainly in the English Language, NAEC will also provide functionality for users to choose between English 

and Georgian languages.  

The App 

Recognizing the potential of automated app development, whereby Bank economists and data analysts 

can prepare reasonably good quality apps at low cost (without hiring professional developers or coders, 

because the app incorporates computer generated code), the Impact Evaluation division of the Bank and 

the Data Group of the Development Economics Vice-Presidency developed training for staff. Table 1 

includes a hyperlink to training materials that can be used to learn how to develop such Apps.  

Table 1:  R Shiny Training material from DIME/DECDG, World Bank 
 

 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2021/04/28/-r-shiny-days#overview
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Source: https://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2021/04/28/-r-shiny-days#overview 
 
The training material explains: “Economists, statisticians, and data scientists with knowledge of R 
statistical software can use the Shiny package to present results in a visually compelling and interactive 
format. World Bank teams can host apps… that allow R users to combine data analysis and dissemination 
in customized web apps and offer opportunities for clients to easily interact with data and monitor project 
development.”  
 
Advantages of interactive apps over static graphics with text commentary 
 
Engagement of users of data analytic products is enhanced if the user is involved in the process. Rather 
than provide a series of bar charts to a passive user and then explain the pattern and inference to the user 
through text, the idea is to take the user along on a data story that the user is able to build for herself or 
himself. The lay user should be able to experiment easily and quickly, without needing much technological 
know-how of building graphs, tables, or regression equations. For the one producing apps, R Shiny 
incorporates what MIT Media Lab’s Mitch Resnick terms as “low floors and high ceilings”. A low floor 
means that it is easy to learn how to generate a basic Shiny app, and high ceiling means that there is 
tremendous potential for analysis of highly complex or sophisticated nature. With the focus being on a 
simple and easy experience for the user of data.  The example shown in Table 2 is not based on R Shiny, 
but exploring the site through the hyperlink provides a useful understanding regarding the typical features 
of interactive data – a chart, a map, a table, and opportunity to download. R Shiny allows additional 
capabilities regarding data analysis, as can be seen in further examples.  
 

Table 2: Example of possibilities with data interactivity for data stories 

 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2021/04/28/-r-shiny-days#overview
https://ourworldindata.org/quality-of-education
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Source: https://ourworldindata.org/quality-of-education  
 

 
Developing websites such as the examples in the “Our World in Data” website mentioned in Table 2 

requires developers with knowledge of two specialized programming languages or frameworks – (i) 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) provides instructions regarding the visual features on a website such as colors, 

tabs, fonts and so on; (ii) JavaScript, which relays dynamic instructions for rendering a website, for 

instance, choosing countries to see in an interactive map on PISA achievement. And insightful analysis 

usually requires statistical procedures to be carried out, beyond tables and charts.  

The usefulness of R Shiny arises from process automation. CSS and Java Script are computer languages 

and do not necessarily need a human being to write code in the languages. Data analysts such as World 

Bank economists or NAEC psychometricians are usually adept in econometric or statistical methodology 

analytical software, their expertise rarely runs to command of CSS and JavaScript.  But not a huge amount 

of expertise is required to create and deploy Shiny apps on the internet. Instead of running a statistical 

program on an individual desktop or notebook computer, the Shiny app creator deploys their R Script 

(equivalent of a .do file in Stata, another popular, but proprietary statistical software) on a cloud server. 

When a user clicks on the link to the app and makes choices, the program is run on the server and an 

output is generated as a webpage. Below is a website of the main data dashboard for this ASA.   

Table 3:  Initial page and first tab of the Georgia HCP Shiny App 

 
Source: http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 

 

Even though R Shiny was developed a few years ago, only recently has it become quite popular, a trend 

that goes together with the availability of more data and heightened needs as well as capabilities for 

ensuring data privacy and data security. Currently at the World Bank, there are tens of economists and 

other data analysts who have produced R Shiny Apps and have deployed them for an array of end uses. a 

dashboard usually combines a number of different R Shiny Apps  While the purpose of the dashboard 

shown in Table 4  is only to showcase capability before transferring code and know-how to data analysts 

at NAEC, there are other World Bank teams that use R Shiny Apps for hosting by the Bank – an example is 

https://ourworldindata.org/quality-of-education
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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the  Global Benchmarking Institutions Dashboard (forthcoming) shown in Table 5 and 6 that will likely be 

used by numerous teams at the Bank in the near future.  

Table 5: Country Level Institutional Assessment and Review (Shiny App Example) 

 

 
Source: App in development on Word Bank Rconnect server 

 

What are the costs and benefits of deploying R Shiny Apps to encourage data-driven policy?  

R Shiny can be hosted on Rstudio servers or the Open-Source software can be downloaded and installed 

on an institution’s own server. These could be physical on-site servers, but now increasingly more popular, 

hosted on a cloud server such as the ones provided by Microsoft and Google. EMIS at NAEC has the 

capabilities to host the R Shiny apps developed as part of this ASA. The main cost of developing and 

maintaining an R Shiny app is the R Shiny developer. Typically, these would be analysts who are already 

doing statistical number crunching – only now instead of running their script to generate static outputs 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/connect/#/apps/b05a3993-7ff7-4f25-9c54-99522f1a3bd6/access
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for MS-Word or pdf documents, with the help of the automation, they can produce websites with 

reasonable quality of user interface and user experience. In the case of the present ASA, the script is 

shared with NAEC analysts, who can deploy on their own servers, literally with a press of the button.  

For users who are already working with R (as do NAEC analysts), the obvious benefit of using R Shiny is 

that the additional learning cost is not too high (Table 5). R Shiny has larger analytical capabilities with 

lower cost, compared to other analytical tools. The interface for R Shiny is through writing script, instead 

of Graphical User Interface (GUI) based menus that drive the alternatives. They are easier to learn to use, 

as shown in the graphic below, but replicability and quality control suffers as a result.    

Table 4: Comparison of R Shiny with other Business Intelligence (BI) Tools 

 
Source: https://www.r-bloggers.com/2020/03/r-shiny-vs-tableau-3-business-application-examples/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.r-bloggers.com/2020/03/r-shiny-vs-tableau-3-business-application-examples/
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Chapter 7. University Admissions Data Transparency Initiative 
 
A key result of the Human Capital Program is an updated University Admissions process. Currently in 
Georgia, university admission is carried out in a centralized manner, and is dependent on the score 
obtained in the Unified National Examination8. The Unified National Exams (UNE) includes compulsory 
subjects – Georgian language and literature, Test of General Abilities, and a Foreign Language; and an 
elective subject (from a range of arts, science, and humanities subjects). With the pandemic, there was a 
relaxation on the number of compulsory subjects. Students apply to a priority list of universities programs 
and are selected on the basis of their combined score on the four best subjects including the compulsory 
subjects.  Twenty percent of the students, again on the basis of their UNE score performance, are awarded 
scholarships or freeships – they are not required to pay tuition fee. 
 
The National Assessment and Evaluation Center (NAEC) administers the UNE and collects data. In the 
course of preparation of the HCP, NAEC provided anonymized student data to the Bank team with a 
request for advice on appropriate dissemination of the data. Three years of data were made available, 
from the 2019, 2020 and 2021 applications of the UNE. This is a public use data and some universities do 
make use of the data for analysis beyond the admissions decisions that are automatically determined 
from the test scores. The apps that were developed will be hosted by NAEC and updated by NAEC analysts 
with future instalments of the UNE – this is very easy to do as the script is easily comprehensible to expert 
R coders, including NAEC analysts. The R script that is behind each of these apps constitutes a key product 
of use for NAEC.  
 
The relevance and usefulness of the apps can only be evaluated by conducting the data exploration, this 
report only provides some selective screenshots of the main interface, with the hyperlink for the app 
online.  The policy relevance of each app is noted together with the screenshots.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8The uses and misuses of centralised high stakes examinations-Assessment Policy and Practice in Georgia, Sophia 

Gorgodze and Lela Chakhaia, Assessment in Education: Policy, Principles and Practice, April 2021 
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App 1: Human Capital by Region: Evolution over time  
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

Human Capital by Region: How many high school (Grade 12) graduates seek university admission, by 

region and district, over time? 

Publicly available UNE data from NAEC, merged with EMIS data on high school graduates provides a useful 

exploratory view of regional human capital development. Identification of patterns that deviate from the 

norm can suggest pathways of deeper investigation, for example, consider the switching trend over time 

between Dmanisi and Tsalka, Kvemo Kartili. 

• What has been the change in numbers of UNE candidates over time, are there signs of possible 
pandemic impact? 

• How does the proportion of high school graduates appearing in UNE compare for districts within 
a region? 

• How has the proportion of high school graduates changed over time? Which districts may have 
been more resilient to the pandemic impact? 

Policy application: 
 

• Measure of human capital development by region and district. 

• Evaluation of trends over time across and within regions. 

• Understanding of pandemic impact through reduced number of candidates. 

• Potential for refinement and development for measuring human capital progress in the future 
 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0  

 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0
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• Pandemic appears to have had differential impact across districts in the Kvemo Kartili region. 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0  

 
 

Policy application: 
 

• Recovery is differential too – a future research agenda is to determine the reasons for this differential 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/15f88bc0-11f0-4922-8e6c-53510ff341a0
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App 2: Student investigation of programs offered by specific universities 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

Student-fronting app: What universities offer a program of choice and what is the tuition charged for 
paying students? 
 
This is another simple app that can be used by students to examine the university choices available to 
them in one place. In this app the query is about a program, for instance, 'Geology' and 'Geography'. 
 

• What universities offer a program in one's area of interest? Do more or less number of universities 
offer a certain program over time? 

• How many slots or available seats in a program by university? The table is arranged in descending 
order of slots. Are slots stable or increasing/decreasing over time? 

• What is the tuition fee charged by a university? For variation, try 'Medicine' as the program of choice. 
 

Policy application: 
 

• Programs, number of available slots and tuition in one place for students to explore. 

• Except for a few private universities, the tuitions across public universities and across programs are 
currently uniform, but this will change as higher education financing reform is gradually 
implemented. 

• A simple app like this, available at NAEC website will provide uncluttered and ad-free user interface 
for students. 

• For this app and all others NAEC can easily obtain feedback regarding popularity simply from server 
statistics of usage of the app as well as A/B testing (when randomized selection of users see different 
versions of a website and the developer uses the data to understand what features appeal more to 
users). 
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Source: http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/a4c53835-328e-4947-8b43-02fb9b726d5d  

 
 
 

App 3: Student investigation of universities that offer a specific program 
 

Policy application: 
 

• Ad free and clutter free interface for students to explore the programs of their choice. 

• Reduce stress level for students who would face a barrage of ads and other intrusive messages. 

• This app or a similar variant will prove very useful as students face more choices and options with 
the ongoing reform. 
 

 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/a4c53835-328e-4947-8b43-02fb9b726d5d
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http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/0b60b8fb-b9eb-47c6-9e59-53903042a5ad  

 
 
 

App 4: University National Position – an objective and simple measure of University Quality 
 
Text seen by the user of the app: 
 
University national position - app of value to researchers, administrators and students 
 
This app uses publicly available data regarding the UNE to provide a view at a glance of the national 
positioning of a university by comparing the UNE competition scores of successful applicants 

• Do the notched boxplots lie above or below the national median? The boxplot shows the median 
and the 25th and 75th percentiles as box edges, with the whiskers showing the range of 
candidates. 

• What elective subjects are chosen by the successful applicants? A student can compare the scores 
with their own preferences, strengths and weaknesses. 

• With the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a break in the series because of rule changes regarding 
subjects, but comparisons over time are an invaluable signal of the trend regarding quality of a 
university as measured by the intake performance. 
 

Policy application: 
 

• Different users will find different applications of this app. 

• Students can tell at a glance how competitive or not competitive is by looking at the position of a 
university in relation to the national median. 

• Students can also look at the relative positions for individual subjects across a given university (the 
scores shown in the app are the consolidated competitive scores, so they tell what students got 
higher competitive scores in terms of the subjects they tested for). 

• All users (from students, university administrators, national level researchers and policy advisors) 
can use the information about change over time, especially for non-pandemic years. 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/0b60b8fb-b9eb-47c6-9e59-53903042a5ad
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.. continued 
 

• Observe the difference in location of “Tbilisi Free University” with “Ilia State University” 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/7a4a3074-1a23-499e-8c49-9cfb41d08b50  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/7a4a3074-1a23-499e-8c49-9cfb41d08b50
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App 5: University Quality Index – Quantitatively Estimated competitiveness of a university 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

 

Universities that attract the best students in Georgia: An interactive view with two quality indices 

This app uses publicly available data regarding the UNE to compile a simple measure of university 

attractiveness and a set of two closely related quality indices. 

 

• Number of candidates in top 1% (or top 5% or top 10%) by Competition Score: In a meritocratic 
university admission system, the best students find admission in the best universities - indeed, 
information about the clustering of the best students is itself revealing of the quality of 
universities, as perceived by students and their families. Only 6 or 7 universities account for the 
top 1% of students in Georgia - of which 1 private university far outstrips the rest. As the slider is 
moved to 5% and 10% and so on, more universities come into the picture and the relative position 
of a given university may change. 

• Quality Index I: Comparison of top x% of students by university size: In the simple metric of 
number of top students, the larger universities have an advantage due to their sheer size. A fair 
comparison regarding excellence would compare number of top students with the number of all 
students. For 2019, the table below shows that Tbilisi Free University, with 559 entering students, 
accounted for only 1.95% of all entering students, but it accounted for 44.1% of the top 1% of 
students. The second number is 23 times the first, indicating the magnitude of concentration, 
termed here as 'Quality Index I' 

• Quality Index II: Relative Concentration of excellent students in Universities: The absolute 
comparison of ratio of top entering students to the ratio of all students is useful, but the 
magnitudes across universities are difficult to compare. This problem is solved by normalizing 
relative to the best performing university with a score of 100 and the percentage of top candidates 
in other universities expressed in ratio to the percentage of top performing candidates in the top 
performing university. This is the last column in the table. As the slider is moved to account for 
larger percentage of top students, the Quality Index I will move towards 1 for all universities, and 
when slider is moved to 100%, Quality Index II measures the relative enrollment of all entering 
candidates across universities. Time trends reveal useful information to higher education policy 
makers, university administrators and students. 
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Policy application: 
 

• Where high performing students congregate is a highly informative indicator of university quality. 

• Interactive app allows user to examine both the attractiveness of a university and the size of the 
university – there are some small exclusive universities, there are others which are bigger and hence 
can be a bit more inclusive. 

• Evolution over years can be useful to multiple stakeholders. 
 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/dbf0a89c-3e89-40e0-984b-6e47a6ae44be  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/dbf0a89c-3e89-40e0-984b-6e47a6ae44be
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… continued 
 

• Observe how the positions change as the slider is moved out from 1% to 5% in the screenshot below 

• When the slider is moved towards 100%, more and more universities will appear in the table and 
eventually at 100%, Column B and Column D will match and the Quality Index 1 will be 1 for all 
universities. 

• The use of “reactive programming” with the relatively small data in this example means nearly 
instantaneous response – playing around with this app provides an intuitively easy way to 
understand the quality and quantity dimensions of Georgian universities 

 
 
 
 

App 6: Interactive Interface – by Major Field, Discipline and Program 
 
Text seen by the user of the app: 
 
Interactive interface to explore scores of elective subjects needed for Major Fields, Disciplines and 
Programs: 
 
This app uses publicly available data regarding the UNE to provide a hierarchical interface to examine 
scores by elective subjects of successful candidates through three successive tables. 
 

• In this app, after choosing the year, the slider allows a choice regarding the priority level of 
applicant interest for specific university programs. More than 90% of applicants got a placement 
in their top 3 choices of University and Program and 97-98% in top 5, the default in this app is up 
to top 5 choices. Students also have a choice of elective subjects for the UNE exam, and the 
subjects are indicated by three letter acronyms. The table columns in this app are arranged from 
left to right by number of students who opt for a certain elective, in each of the years for which 
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data is available. There are two columns for each subject - the number or candidates, prefixed 
with the letter C and the mean score, with the letter M. Thus, C_GSK shows the number of 
candidates who took the General Skills exam, and M_GSK is the mean score. LIT is Georgian 
Literature, HIS is History, ENG is English and so on. The final column shows the overall 
consolidated competition score. 

• The first table below shows entrance scores on subjects by six major fields - for which salary 
information is provided in a recent paper: Kudashvili and Todua, CERGE-EI Working Paper, 2022 
When granular data on earnings is available in the future, this app can also include earnings. 

• The second table, based on the drop-down menu after the table of Major fields indicates the 
successful scores by discipline groupings within the major field. The third table is the lowest order 
of hierarchy and comes after choosing the discipline area. The third table indicates programs by 
university that offer courses in the discipline area, arranged by declining order of mean scores. 

 

Policy application: 
 

• This app also will provide different benefits to different users. 

• The app provides information about the average consolidated test scores and individual subject 
scores of successful candidates in a “drill-down” feature, starting with major field, then choosing a 
discipline within the major field (second drill down point) and finally the programs at universities. 

• Provides a useful comparative vantage point – students can situate themselves and other users of 
the app can use the information to explore relative attractiveness of fields, disciplines, and 
programs over time. 

• As with other apps under this initiative, the useful will grow over time. At a future point in time, 
data needs to be provided about graduate salaries. 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/c029a58f-7a21-4484-bab2-a9845ce8954a  

 
 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/c029a58f-7a21-4484-bab2-a9845ce8954a
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App 6: Second drill down point  
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App 6 – Third drill down point 

 
 

 
 
 

App 7: University Diversity Index and map by sending districts 
 
Text seen by the user of the app: 
 
UNE - University Diversity Index and map by sending districts 

The diversity of student intake from different geographical regions is a crucial variable indicating the 

quality of an individual university and the health of a university system. This app ranks universities by a 

diversity index and provides a map to show which districts do students (from within Georgia) come from 

to a specific university. 

• The diversity index is made of two multiplicative factors. First is the number of districts that 
students come from as a ratio of the maximum number of 84 districts. The second multiplicative 
factor is based on the coefficient of variation of the number of students at a university compared 
to the lowest coefficient of variation. A low coefficient of variation indicates a more spread-out 
enrollment of students across districts. The index ranges from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 
85. 

• The table row is clickable, once the mouse is clicked, the shade of the row will become dark and 
a map with the university indicated by a marker shows below the table. Click a different university 
to show the location of that university 

• The slider is calibrated to reveal the biggest sending districts with bolder lines. The map shows 
how the nation's universities help knot the nation together. 

Policy application: 
 

• This app also provides the flip side of exclusivity, looking at the dimension of diversity, as indicated 
by the number of different districts of successful candidates 

• Users interested in a specific district can also explore the app to look at university destinations, in 
the screenshot example below, one can see 121 candidates from Gori admitted to Ilia State 
University 
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http://w0lxopshyprd1b.worldbank.org:3939/content/89b0bd80-a34d-4411-a9ca-aef9a3d9bc10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://w0lxopshyprd1b.worldbank.org:3939/content/89b0bd80-a34d-4411-a9ca-aef9a3d9bc10
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Chapter 8. Georgia Human Capital Program: R Shiny App 
 

This chapter presents a record of the key elements of data and data analysis that was used in the 

preparation of the Human Capital Program. Due to the programmatic nature of the Human Capital 

Program, the same data and similar analysis on the data will continue to be needed to inform the Bank’s 

implementation support of the Program. R Shiny Apps are not yet commonly used for this function, but 

the app presented in this section (and possible future updates) provide a use case for evaluation.  

There is a single “Georgia Human Capital Program” app, which can be accessed from the link provided at 

the foot of Table 1. There is a menu of items on the left-hand side of the dashboard format of this app. 

Clicking on any item in the menu will open the corresponding item in the main panel, with further tabs in 

each panel. In the case of some items, the user interface would become too cluttered and in this case the 

user is requested to click on a link to open a new webpage, which retains the look of the original dashboard. 

The menu items on the left-hand side are always available, but the main panel can be expanded by clicking 

on the three short vertical lines at the top, this will minimize the menu panel so only the icons are available. 

With some minimal tweaking through the R Script, the extreme usefulness of a Shiny App is that all the 

needed CSS and JavaScript programming is written by the computer. The pages are meant to be “web-

responsive”, which means that they can be viewed from any browser or device such a notebook computer, 

tablet, or smartphone, with the computer making a choice of how to redesign the appearance so it can 

still be legible to read. In the screenshot below, the menu is set to an app regarding the urban rural test 

score difference in Georgia, for the DLR 2.1.2, for which it is important to record accurately precisely how 

it is measured.  The rural urban difference of 14 points shown in the figure is the baseline to measure 

future progress. 

The purpose of this app is for the government counterparts and the Bank team to maintain an institutional 

record of the empirical data and analytic work that was conducted to inform HCP preparation. Further 

updating with new data through the implementation of HCP can be a useful and transparent way to 

monitor progress in implementation. Menu items offered to the user to explore include: (i) Government 

Expenditures 2013-2021; (ii) Human Capital Expenditures 2019-2021; (iii) School EMIS Micro-data; (iv) 

School Voucher Micro-data; (v) Schools Vouchers Analytics; (vi) Educational Resource Centers; (vii) Urban-

Rural Unified National Examination Test Scores; (viii) University Admissions (this menu item provides a 

link to the content presented in Chapter 7); (ix) PISA Insights for Georgia HCP; (ix) Talis Insights.  
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Table 1: Georgia Human Capital Program: Shiny App 

 

  
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/87e7b4d3-6727-481e-a5e9-d70fef595415 
 
 

Menu Items 1 and 2: Human Capital and Education Expenditures for the Human Capital PforR  
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

Use Budget Level to choose budget hierarchy - for example in the box under the column heading Budget 

Level, type 1 to give all ministry level figures. Backspace erases the choice to examine data for another 

level. For all Education sub-Programs, choose Code_Digits_12 of 32. For all Health and Social Protection 

sub-Programs, choose Code_Digits_12 of 27. Enter text in the Expenditure Item field for all items with 

the term - for example the word 'social' will show all sub-program that include that term. All expenditures 

are in nominal Georgian Lari. 

 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/87e7b4d3-6727-481e-a5e9-d70fef595415
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http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237  
 
The information in this app is critical to the Program Expenditure Framework (see PAD excerpt below) 

 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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Menu Item 3: EMIS Raw Data 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

 
The table shows the number of students in each school, the number of Grade 10-12 students, the number 
of staff at the school, the number of teachers and the High School categorization. The implementation of 
the new curriculum for the Upper Secondary (Grade 10-12) level requires a revised configuration of 
schools that would be reflected in future updates of school level micro-data from EMIS. 
 

 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 

Application to HCP: 

The data here is of relevance to nearly all the education related DLIs. Analysis of the EMIS micro-

data, specifically the distribution of schools across size categories for Grade 10-12 students was 

instrumental in determining the policy reform underlying DLI 2, and the results targets for DLR 

2.1.1 and 2.1.2 identifying 600 High Schools.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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Menu Item 4: School Voucher Micro-data 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

 

The table shows the Region, District, and School name with the number of students and teachers in each 

school and the amount of transfer of vouchers as well as total transfers (including payments in addition 

to vouchers such as specific stipends for medical staff and special needs children). The EMIS micro-data 

and the Vouchers micro-data can be downloaded with the aid of the button at the bottom of the screen. 

The two databases can be combined for further analysis, using the school name as shown in the School 

Vouchers Analytics tab. EMIS reform under the HCP will enable easier merging with common 

identification numbers across databases. 

 

 

 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 

Application to HCP: 

The data here, together with the analytical report presented in Chapter 5 and the information 

in Menu Item 5 was instrumental in defining the policy reforms under DLI 1, specifically the 

reform of the general education financing model under DLRs 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 

 

  

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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Menu Item 5: Voucher Analytics 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

 

This series of graphs shows the evolution of the relationship between the school transfer amounts and 

the staff or students at each school. We use logarithmic transformation of the variables because the raw 

variables have too wide a range to fit into a single graph. Each graph includes an equation showing the 

slope of the relationship and the R-squared which measures the dispersion around the trend line. The 

high R-squared indicates that the main relationship is fairly robust. Importantly, even as the formula was 

changed or tweaked every year, with a few exceptions, there does not appear to have resulted in any 

kind of systematic change in the relationship from what it was in 2013. 

The app provides a choice of x-axis (vouchers per school or total transfers) and of y-axis (number of staff 

or students). When we compare the transfers to the number of student rather than to the number of staff, 

the graphs change in a way that reveals the ground reality in Georgia of a large number of small schools 

in the mountainous and rural areas in Georgia, and a set of larger schools in the urban areas. 

 

 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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As the voucher scheme uses a different coefficient by mountainous, rural and urban schools, we can 
examine the relationship across the three groups to see if there were discernible impacts of policy 
modifications that have been carried out from time to time. This does not appear to be the case. 
 

 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 
As shown in the blue non-linear smoothing line (using a loess method), the large schools form a distinct 
group. The figure implies that student to teacher ratios vary quite widely for the smaller schools, but less 
so for the larger schools. The long portion of the graphs showing a low or almost horizontal slope points 
to the issues around efficiency of the transfers to schools. There is a scope here to improve the quality of 
education by reducing the disparities in student teacher ratios of schools that receive similar amount of 
fiscal transfers and hire similar number of teachers, but enroll different number of students. 
 

 

 
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 
 
 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 

Application to HCP: 

The data here, together with the analytical report presented in Chapter 5 and the information 

in Menu Item 4 was instrumental in defining the policy reforms under DLI 1, specifically the 

reform of the general education financing model under DLRs 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 

 

Menu Item 6: PISA Insights  
 

Education Equity: Relationship between PISA Achievement and ESCS 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

This app showcases the analytical and communication enhancing possibilities of an R Shiny App. Data 

presented here concerns a series of random effects models. The baseline year is 2009. A set of random 

effects regressions is carried out, with the dependent or left-hand side variable being a student level 

achievement score (first plausible value for mathematics, science, or reading. The right-hand side variable 

is the ESCS index for the student, and the variable is entered both as a fixed effect for the entire country 

and random effects for each school. Schools with less than 10 students are dopped from the analysis so 

as to be able to model within school variation. The remaining 176 schools are ranked according to the size 

of the random effects. The range of effects in 2009 is broken into ten discrete equally spaced groups. 

Scatter plots and smoothing lines show the relationship for each group. The idea is to retain the 2009 

classification of decile groups and evaluate over time how the relationships evolve. The crucial finding 

here is that the issue of increasing education inequity in Georgia happens across schools rather than 

within schools, with corresponding policy reforms supported through the HCP.) 

 

 

 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 
 

Application to HCP of Menu Items 6 and 7: 

The analysis presented here, pointed to deepening inequity across time in Georgia.  The PISA 

analysis pointed to the reason likely being the inequality in the assignment of students to schools, 

uncovered through the random effects models depicted in the app. The TALIS analysis was not 

extended deeply as there were no clear deficiencies indicated from TALIS. Teacher reforms had 

already been implemented since the last TALIS in 2018. Future rounds of TALIS can be analyzed 

when the data is made available. 

 

Menu Item 7: TALIS Insights 
 

Text seen by the user of the app: 

The figures here are drawn from the Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) teacher's 

questionnaire for 2018 which asked teachers about their pre-service training experience. For a set of 

training topics, teachers were asked whether or not training was provided in the topic. The data is 

presented in a comparative context, where Georgia is compared to four sets of countries - Western 

European Countries, High Performing Countries (in terms of PISA results, other than those in Western 

Europe), Eastern European Countries, and Middle and Low Performing countries. The tab indicates the 

training topic. The analysis indicates areas of strength and weakness in teacher pre-service training for 

Georgia. 

 

 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237
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http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237 

 

http://w0lxprconn01.worldbank.org:3939/content/282280b9-330e-4701-80a7-2da208bf8237

